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        Our Products

        For the freshest CBD and fastest shipping, order our in-house products directly from CBD Genesis.
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          CBD has a wide range of mild, smoothing benefits and is non-psychoactive.
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            D8-THC is stronger and has some psychoactive effects.
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            Get benefits of activated THC
 without intoxication.
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            Our most popular combined strains.
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            Other Cannabinoids

            This category includes more potent cannabinoids.
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      Other Brands

      We also sell products from other top-rated brands. After selling hundreds of brands through the years, we have
        hand-selected some of our favorite brands:
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            Uh oh, looks like the page you are looking for has moved or no longer exists.
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Sign up for WEEKLY DEALS sent only to our subscribers!
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            This product is not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 18. This product should be used only as
            directed on the label. It should not be used if you are pregnant or nursing. Consult with a physician before
            use
            if you have a serious medical condition or use prescription medications. A Doctor’s advice should be sought
            before
            using this and any supplemental dietary product. All trademarks and copyrights are property of their
            respective
            owners and are not affiliated with nor do they endorse this product. These statements have not been
            evaluated by
            the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Individual weight
            loss
            results will vary. By using this site, you agree to follow the Privacy Policy and all Terms & Conditions
            printed
            on this site. Void Where Prohibited by Law. All products contain less than 0.3% THC.
        

    

    



        
        
        

        

    